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whites as in study 1. We again averaged the 11 items that captured our variable of interest (α = 0.92)
(see Table 1 and Table S1 for descriptive information; analyses for the composite with all items can be
found in Table S4). On average, participants endorsed 11.55% (SD = 17.38) of the false beliefs. About
50% reported that at least one of the false belief items was possibly, probably, or definitely true (
Table 1). These percentages are noticeably lower compared with those in study 1 (50% vs. 73%);
however, given this sample (medical students and residents), the percentages for false beliefs are
surprisingly high.

Table S4.

Study 2 primary pain and treatment recommendation accuracy analyses for all beliefs and false
beliefs composites (target race × beliefs interaction)

Composite Pain ratings Treatment recommendation accuracy

F P F P

False beliefs 9.56 0.002 0.02 5.68 0.018 0.01

All items 10.81 0.001 0.02 6.05 0.015 0.01

False beliefs is the primary measure for the analyses presented in the manuscript. See SI Text for a list of the
items in both composites.

First, we examined whether those who endorsed false beliefs exhibited a racial bias in pain assessment.
We modeled pain ratings as a function of target race (as a repeated measure), false beliefs (as a
between-participants measure), and their interaction, controlling for age, gender, and medical cohort.
Results revealed only the predicted target race by false beliefs interaction [F(1,211) = 9.56, P = 0.002, 

 = 0.02; Fig. 2A]. To decompose this interaction, we conducted simple slope analyses. We
constructed a difference score to reflect racial bias in pain perception, subtracting black pain scores
from white pain scores; greater, positive scores indicate that a participant rated the white patient as
feeling more pain than the black patient. The simple slope analyses indicated that participants who
endorsed more false beliefs (+1 SD) rated the black target as feeling less pain than the white target [β =
0.45, SE = 0.20, t(211) = 2.24, P = 0.026]. Conversely, participants who endorsed fewer false beliefs
(−1 SD) rated the black target as feeling more pain than the white target [β = −0.48, SE = 0.20, t(211) =
−2.34, P = 0.020]. In other words, as in study 1, participants in study 2 who endorsed false beliefs
about biological differences between blacks and whites exhibited a racial bias in pain perception
similar to the bias shown in previous work (11–17). Unexpectedly, participants who did not endorse
such beliefs exhibited a bias in the opposite direction.
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